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Nepal had faced more than a decade of violence and instability before the

election of April 2008. The outcome of the election was a shock to outside

observers and dramatically changed the political landscape of Nepal. In 2005

the King had seized power and curtailed civil liberties. It appeared that the

democratic experiment ushered in with great hopes in 1990 was over. But by

August 2008 a democratically elected Constituent Assembly was in power, the

monarchy abolished and the King deposed. These changes were brought about

by an election held under a representative franchise that observers regarded as

largely free and fair; an election that allowed the people of a very poor country

to choose the government who would rewrite their constitution. The result saw

the former ‘terrorists’ of the Communist Party of Nepal�Maoists (CPN�M) gain

the largest number of seats in Parliament and former guerrilla leader Pushpa

Kamal Dahal (Prachanda) become the first Prime Minister of the Federal

Democratic Republic of Nepal. If the hopes of democratic parliamentary

government had been dashed by the royal coup of 2005, they have now been

raised by a peaceful electoral solution to a decade of civil war.
Nepali democracy had been subject to years of instability and political turmoil

following the restoration of democracy in 1991. Governments were accused of

incompetence and corruption. Coalitions rose and fell in rapid succession. A left-

wing splinter group, CPN (Unity Centre), later known as the Maoists, launched a

full-scale guerrilla insurgency in 1996. They eventually gained control of large

sections of Nepal. King Birendra was killed in a massacre at the royal palace in

2001 and replaced by his unpopular brother, King Gyanendra. In 2002

Gyanendra dismissed the elected Prime Minister and in 2005 staged a coup

that overthrew democracy entirely. The country was engulfed in civil war.

Nepalis suffered violence from the Maoists, the military police and the Royal

Nepal Army that eventually cost more than thirteen thousand lives. In November
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2005 enmities were put aside and a seven party alliance reached an agreement

with the Maoists to oppose the King. In April 2006 hostility to authoritarian

Royal rule exploded into a second people’s movement. Hundreds of thousands

of people came out onto the streets across the country. Peaceful demonstrations,

blockades and curfews paralysed Kathmandu. The King was forced to return

power to Parliament after an ineffective attempt to use the police and the army to

restore royal authority. The Maoists joined an interim Parliament and prepara-

tions were made for elections to a Constituent Assembly that would draw up a

new constitution for Nepal.

The cycle: democratic experiments; royal reactions

Modern Nepal has faced a cycle of democratic experiments brought to an end by

royal reaction. The country encompasses a wide variety of ethnic groups and

stretches from the Himalayan Mountains through the hill districts to the southern

plains of the Terai. This diverse territory was unified in the mid-eighteenth

century by the Hindu warrior King Prithvi Narayan Shah. Although the Shahs

remained the nominal royal dynasty, in 1847 they lost power to the Ranas who

deified the monarchy and ruled as hereditary Prime Ministers, bolstered by the

British. When India became independent, the position of the Ranas became

untenable. A fledgling democracy movement united with King Tribhuven to force

the Ranas from power in 1951. A new constitution was drawn up, based on the

parliamentary system of Britain (Weller & Sharma 2005: 64).
It was not until 1958 that Nepal held its first democratic national election.

The Nepali Congress, allied with the ruling power in India, won the election

and formed government. The new Parliament and Nepali democracy did not

survive. In 1960 King Mahendra terminated the Government, dissolved the

Parliament and banned political parties. He promulgated the ‘Panchayat’

system where individual candidates stood as representatives of sectional groups,

not parties. It was a front for the exercise of royal power. The parties went

underground, with their leaders in exile in India.
In 1990 the Nepali Congress and the Communist Party of Nepal (United

Marxist Leninist � UML) combined with other parties to campaign for the

reinstatement of democracy. When several demonstrators were shot in the

streets of Kathmandu, the King backed down and agreed to hold an election. It

was seen as a return to democracy, not its reinvention. The Constitution drawn

up in 1959 was revised. It had provided for direct democratic elections and the

freedom to form political parties. It contained several clauses that ensured a

potentially powerful role for the monarchy. The King had the right to declare a

state of emergency ‘if a grave crisis arose’, but he required parliamentary

approval within three months. The right to dismiss the Prime Minister prorogue

Parliament and command the army, normal for heads of state in more
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established democracies, proved more dangerous in a state that had already seen
democracy overturned by the King.

The new constitution provided for the election of a House of Representatives
with 205 members to be run by an independent Electoral Commission. In 1991,
twelve parties contested the election but the two parties that were to dominate
politics in Nepal for the next decade took the majority of seats. Nepali Congress
won 110 seats and the Communist Party of Nepal United Marxist Leninist
(CPN-UML) gained 69. The Nepali Congress leader, Girija Prasad Koirala,
brother of the Prime Minister deposed in 1960, became Prime Minister. In 1994
he called a snap election but this time no party had a majority. A third party, the
Rastriya Prajatantra Party (RPP), a royalist rump from the Panchayat period,
was able to exercise the balance of power. The prime ministership rotated several
times, even twice to different RPP leaders, as parties and factions within them
jockeyed for power. There was no stability, only disillusion with the cynicism of
politicians and the failure of democratic governments to bring reform.

Nepal is an extremely poor country. The majority of the workforce is engaged
in agriculture at subsistence level, often as tenant farmers. ‘Most of Nepal’s
fertile land is monopolised by local or absent landlords’ (Cottle & Keys 2007:
168). Wealth and power has resided with an elite based on caste and geography,
with the residents of the hills and Kathmandu identified by other Nepalis as
enjoying disproportionate privileges. Many of its thirty-six ethnic groups,
women, those from the southern plains and the Dalits (untouchable castes) have
suffered systematic inequality (Gordon 2005: 582). These groups had expected
the introduction of democracy to improve their position. It didn’t.

After initially engaging in parliamentary elections, the CPN (United Centre),
a coalition of left-wing fragments, walked out of the parliamentary system in
1994 and decided to shift from ‘the ballot to the bullet’. The Maoist leaders
concluded that reform could not come through the existing system of royal
authoritarianism and a limited parliament. In February 1996 the Maoists
commenced a ‘People’s War’, claiming it was the only way to achieve reform.
The Maoist insurgency made substantial gains despite the formation of the
Armed Police in early 2001 and continued to control large tracts of the country.

On 1 June 2001 Nepal was confronted with a shocking tragedy when King
Birendra, his wife Queen Aishwarya and all his immediate family were killed in
a massacre at the palace. Although witnesses attributed the massacre to Crown
Prince Dipendra, many Nepalis remain sceptical of this version of events. His
brother Gyanendra ‘ascended to the throne under a cloud of suspicion’
(Chalmers 2007, 163). Birendra had been prepared to live with a democratic
constitution but Gyanendra was known to be frustrated by the lack of royal
power (Weller & Sharma 2005: 69; IIDEA 1997: 15).

After the 1999 election, the Nepali Congress regained its majority in
Parliament, but the leadership rotated between its factions, from the octogen-
arians Koirala and Bhattarai (whose families had been fighting for control of the
party for decades) to Sher Bahadur Deuba, from a younger generation. After
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further peace talks failed, the Maoists attacked police and army barracks in 42

districts simultaneously, in a spectacular demonstration of power. Deuba

declared a state of emergency and attempted to extend it against the wishes

of his party, which later suspended him (Gordon 2005: 587). He then sought an

early election and Parliament was dissolved. However, the parties wanted to

delay the election because much of the country was dominated by Maoists and

campaigning was unsafe. The King sacked the Congress Prime Minister, Deuba,

accusing him of ‘incompetence and calling the Government corrupt and

ineffective’ (Nepal Election Portal 2008) and appointed in turn two leaders of

a divided RRP; both had been prime minsters in the Panchayat period and were

seen as the King’s men. When they too failed to end the insurgency, the King

reappointed Deuba. Nothing had been achieved.
On 1 February 2005 King Gyanendra took royal control a step further by

seizing power. Senior party leaders, student activists, trade unionists and

journalists were arrested and held at unknown locations, as well as the barracks

of the Royal Nepal Army. Phone and internet connections were cut to isolate

Nepal from international scrutiny and censorship was imposed on the media. It

was reminiscent of his father’s actions in 1960.

The path to the Constituent Assembly election

The royal coup managed to unite not only the traditional parties but even the

Maoists in the face of a common enemy. There was growing dissatisfaction with

the King’s autocratic actions. In November 2005 the political parties entered

into a 12-point agreement with the Maoist rebels. It provided the Maoists with

an opportunity to suspend their armed uprising and enter government. The seven

party�Maoist alliance was galvanised into a mass people’s movement that grew

beyond the control of the parties. Hundreds of thousands demonstrated on the

streets, ignoring curfews and warnings that demonstrators breaking the curfew

would be shot on sight. The protesters demanded an end to the King’s autocratic

rule and the reinstatement of democracy. Initially, the protests were met with

violence and mass arrests from the police and the army. The killing of unarmed

demonstrators provoked even more fury. After 19 days of street protests by the

people, during which normal life in Kathmandu ground to a halt, Gyanendra

was forced to reinstate Parliament and handed over control on 24 April 2006.
The first act of the reconvened Parliament was to strip the king of his powers

and select octogenarian NC leader, Girija Prasad Koirala, as Prime Minister. In

May, the Parliament voted unanimously to declare Nepal a secular nation and

to remove the king’s authority over the military. Following the terms of the

initial agreements, the interim constitution was drafted on 25 August 2006.
The Government and the Maoists signed the Comprehensive Peace Accord in

November 2006, ending 10 years of conflict. The Maoists agreed to

permanently end violence, return seized property, and stop abductions and
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extortion. The pact also called for the Nepal Army to return to barracks and the

integration of the Maoist fighters with the state security forces, a decision not

liked at all by the Nepal Army. The Maoists and the political parties endorsed

the interim constitution on 15 January 2007 upon which the CPN�Maoist Party

entered the Parliament and the Government for the first time.
Empowered by victory over the king but not satisfied that their demands had

been properly acted on, some groups in Nepal found the terms of the interim

constitution unacceptable. In early 2007 protests grew in the southern plains of

The Terai leading to clashes with the police and Maoists that left more than

twenty people dead. The Madhesi of the region claimed that the Interim

Constitution ‘was reinforcing age-old patterns of discrimination against the

country’s plains region’ (Chalmers 2007: 161) They wanted more representa-

tion for the region in the Constituent Assembly and a stronger commitment to

federal autonomy. These protests triggered demands from other marginalised

groups in Nepal who also demanded better representation in the Constituent

Assembly. The Government then amended the interim constitution to provide

for a more representative assembly and the number of constituencies was

increased from 205 to 240. An electoral redistribution was undertaken to

account for population increases across Nepal and to incorporate the extra

constituencies for the Terai.
Preparations for the election continued to face delays and the Maoists became

increasingly apprehensive about some form of Royal counteraction. They

demanded that the Interim Parliament abolish the monarchy immediately and

proclaim a federal republic, but this was in contravention of the interim

constitution that provided for the Constituent Assembly to rewrite the

constitution. They also demanded an election run entirely under proportional

representation. The Maoists then walked out of Parliament, threatening the

whole process, but a compromise was reached with the Interim Parliament

endorsing a motion for a federal republic to be implemented by the Constituent

Assembly. Three hundred and thirty-five of the seats in the Parliament were to

be elected by proportional representation.

The political parties

Altogether, 74 political parties were registered for the election. They were often

similar in name and alignment. Political parties in Nepal have tended to be

personalised and factionalised. Often they are organised around a family;

sometimes they fracture, running in elections as multiple entities. At one stage

there were up to 19 different Communist Parties of Nepal (Gordon 2005: 590)

with allegiances varying from Moscow to Beijing and beyond, and organised

around individuals or past history. But in the first decade of democracy, two

parties regularly gained two thirds of the vote with only three parties getting

significant representation in the House of Representatives.
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Nepali congress (NC)

The Nepali Congress was established in India on 9 April 1950 by democratic

activists in exile who were assisted by members of the Indian Congress party. Its

members formed the first elected government in 1959, but its leaders had to go

back underground or into exile in 1960 when King Mahendra abolished

political parties and established the authoritarian Panchayat system.
In January 1990, the NC was involved in the launch of the nationwide

People’s Movement, calling for the restoration of democracy. It provided the

first interim Prime Minister and won a majority in the 1991 elections. NC

regained a majority in 1999 but split into the Nepali Congress, led by Girija

Prasad Koirala, and the Nepali Congress�Democratic (NC�D), led by Sher

Bahadur Deuba. The division reflected personal rather than ideological

differences. The factions were reunited in September 2007 and in April 2006

after the Royalist Government collapsed and the NC leader, GP Koirala,

became Prime Minister again.
The NC has been in government for more than 12 of the 17 years since 1991;

it played a leading role in the Seven Party Alliance (SPA) government that

oversaw the end of the Maoist civil war and the April 2008 Constituent

Assembly elections. It regarded itself as the natural party of government and

expected to win the largest number of seats at the new election, but its

reputation had been seriously undermined by the behaviour of its leading

members.
The founder of the Nepali Congress, BP Koirala, envisaged the NC

functioning as a democratic socialist party, but in government it has usually

behaved as a party of the centre�right, adopting neoliberal economic prescrip-

tions. Its leaders may argue for the benefits of democracy, but they have been

reluctant to share power internally. The Koirala brothers held on to the

leadership into their 80s, ceding authority primarily to their own family. NC

has acted largely like a family business, opposing new leaders such as Deuba.

The party has also been criticised for failing to modernise.

CPN�UML

The Communist party of Nepal (CPN), established initially in 1949, must be

one of the most divided political parties in the world. Communist Party Nepals

were created, divided, combined and split again with an amazing frequency. In

1990, seven of the CPNs combined to create the compromise CPN United

Marxist Leninist (UML).
The party has usually served as the main opposition party. The 1994 elections

transformed it into the largest party as it secured 88 out of 205 seats. Its leader,

Mohan Adhikari, led a short-lived minority administration, giving Nepal its

first communist and first minority government. With no other party willing to

join a coalition, the UML soon fell from power. In 1998, the party splintered
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over the proposal to endorse the Indo�Nepal Mahakali River Treaty. Division

led to a disappointing showing in the 1999 elections. It was again pushed back

to second position, securing just 69 seats. Although party rhetoric declares that

the UML adheres to Marxism and Leninism as guiding principles, the party has

become increasingly moderate and constitutional in practice.

Rastriya Prajatantra Party Nepal (RPP�Nepal)

The RRP was, throughout the 1990s, the remnant of the royal party of the

Panchayat period. It was able to hold enough seats to gain the balance of power

throughout the second Parliament, where it used its position to elevate two of its

leaders to short terms as prime minister. The RRP was split between two former

prime ministers, Chand and Thapa. After the King sacked Deuba, he appointed

first Chand and then Thapa as prime minister, despite the small number of seats

the party held. Neither could bring stability. The decisions of the King were yet

another reminder of the past periods of royal rule. Two other parties became

significant in the 2008 election.

CPN�Maoists

In 1991, while some parts of the CPN combined into the CPN (UML), other

ultra-left parties held a ‘Unity Congress’ to form the CPN (Unity Centre), an

underground revolutionary party with Pushpa Kamal Dahal (Prachanda) as its

General Secretary. In 1994, its political front, the United People’s Front Nepal

(UPFN), split. Both UPFN factions approached the Election Commission (EC)

for registration but Prachanda’s faction was refused registration and, in

reaction, called for a boycott of the 1994 elections. Given the number of

CPN factions, little attention was paid to the small splinter party. Unity Centre

went underground, changed its name to the Communist Party of Nepal�Maoist

(CPN�M or Maoists), and renounced parliamentary participation. In September

1995 it launched the People’s War that continued with increasing violence until

April 2006.
The formal ideology of the CPN�Maoist is a fusion of Marxist, Leninist and

Maoist thought and strategy. Their actions so far have been as much pragmatic

as ideological. They initiated their people’s war with attacks on police posts in

remote and rural districts, a strategy based in part on the status of the police as

representatives of the state in rural areas, but also on their unpopularity with

the rural poor, who perceived them as corrupt, brutal and upholding the power

of landlords and money lenders (Cottle & Keys 2007: 170). The Maoist targets

expanded to include landlords, money lenders, and the Royal Nepal Army when

they later entered the conflict. Their strategy included the bombing of factories

and the US Information office in Kathmandu. The Maoist agenda inclu-

ded abolition of the monarchy and the creation of a more representative
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government, to be achieved through the election of a constituent assembly that

would rewrite the constitution. They espoused the rights of oppressed groups

including landless peasants, disadvantaged castes and ethnic groups. They

fostered equal rights for women, who made up an unusually high percentage of

their fighters. Despite the violence of their campaign, Maoists gained support in

some areas under their control through the strategy of targeting landlords,

redistributing land, destroying bondage papers and cancelling debts (Joshi &

Mason 2007: 411). The peace agreement of 2006 required both the Nepal Army

and the Maoist People’s Liberation Army to withdraw to barracks or

cantonments monitored by the United Nations Mission in Nepal (UNMIN).
While the CPN�Maoist ideology is officially Marxist�Leninist�Maoist, in

2001 it added the ‘Prachanda Path’, a fusion of Chinese and Russian

revolutionary theory, to its official ideology. It has also somewhat contra-

dictorily described their struggle as a ‘bourgeois peasant revolution’ (Economist

19 April 2008). The so-called ‘Prachanda Path’ applied Marxist principles in a

Nepalese context, giving the party flexibility to move beyond rigid ideology in

the face of changing circumstances.

Madhesi People’s Rights Forum, Nepal (MJF)

The Madheshis are the dominant ethnic group in the Terai � the heavily

populated plains bordering India. The Madheshi Janadhikar (People’s Rights)

Forum (MJF) was one of the more successful regional parties to contest the

2008 election and exemplifies the complexity of Nepali politics. It was formed

as a non-governmental organisation in 1997 by a group of Madheshi academics

in Biratnagar. After the explosion of ethnic unrest in the Terai in early 2007, the

MJF registered as a political party. It participated, with other Terai-based

groups, in the regional uprising of February 2008, claiming that the Interim

Government had failed to meet the terms of the 2007 agreement. The MJF

espouses social democracy as its guiding principle but is predominantly a

regional party seeking to end the marginalisation of Madheshis from participa-

tion in the Nepali state and a Madhesh state within a federal Nepal.

Administration of the election

The administration of the election was undertaken by an independent Election

Commission. The Chief Election Commissioner and up to four other commis-

sioners are appointed by the Prime Minister on the recommendation of relevant

constitutional bodies. The Commissioners are appointed for six years and can

be removed if impeached by Parliament. The minimum requirement for a Chief

Election Commissioner is a recognised Master’s degree. The Commission is

responsible for overseeing the work of the Secretariat and its officers who run

elections across Nepal and ensuring that political parties and candidates comply
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with electoral law. Managing an election in such difficult circumstances was a

huge challenge for the Election Commission Nepal and the decision to lift the

insurance of election staff to 1.5 million rupees exemplifies some of those

difficulties (Election Commission Nepal 2008). Reports from election observers

on the running of the election were generally favourable, though some young

voters were omitted from the roll due to lack of time to update it. The Carter

Center found that ‘most polling stations opened on time or with only brief delay

and followed the correct procedures’ (Carter Center 2008). Hopefully, few

election officials were subject to the EC directive that Returning Officers initiate

departmental action against electoral staff who ‘dilly dally and avoid carrying

out given tasks’ (Election Commission Nepal 2008).

The electoral system

The electoral system adopted for the 2008 Constituent Assembly election

sought to provide for the election of a body representative of all Nepalis while

coping with some specific issues such as a relatively high rate of illiteracy. It is a

mixed member system. Two hundred and forty constituencies each return one

member elected by the first-past-the-post system. Three hundred and thirty-five

members are elected by a closed list proportional representation system that

only parties can contest. Each voter casts two ballots, one for a constituency and

one for a party on the PR list. In response to demands from marginalised groups

it also provided for a quota from each party for marginalised ethnic groups,

castes and underdeveloped regions. One third of members elected for each party

have to be women. This has provided an assembly radically different in

composition to previous elected bodies. An examination of the results of the

2008 election demonstrates the utility of the PR lists in achieving this more

representative body. All parties except the Maoists had to rely heavily on the PR

lists to provide the required percentage of women members.
The parties did not have to register party lists of candidates in order of

preference. This left it to the parties to decide which candidates would take up

the party seats, so voters did not know exactly who they were voting for.

However, some flexibility was required so that parties could meet their multiple

quotas. For the election to the constituencies, the name of the candidate did not

appear on the ballot paper; only the symbol of the party or candidate was

displayed. Candidates were allowed to stand in two constituencies and choose

which they would represent. This meant further delay in finalising the result as

seven by-elections were required after the election.

The campaign: intimidation and violence?

Election campaigns in Nepal, with rugged countryside and poor communica-

tions, are often a series of local battles. In a community that was racked by
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violence, continuation of similar tactics was perhaps inevitable. During the

election campaign, there were almost daily reports of clashes among supporters

of all major parties. Reports of violence and intimidation by parties were

substantiated by Sophie Richardson, Asia Advocacy Director, Human Rights

Watch. Candidates and voters were harassed by members of the Communist

Party of Nepal (Maoist) and the Youth Communist League ‘YCL’, as well as

armed groups in the Terai region of Nepal. Accusations of violence were

levelled against all the major parties. Some party leaders, particularly from the

Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist), suggested that an unfavourable election

result for their party would be challenged because it might be due to pressure

from opposition parties.
The 74 registered parties each had their symbol to guide illiterate voters to the

right space. CPN (UML) had a sun, Nepali Congress a tree, the Maoists a

hammer and sickle and the Madhesi Janadhikar Forum a spinning wheel.

Umbrellas and ploughs, arrows and keys, oxen and spinning wheel and

khukuris crossed or sheathed were among the many other symbols.
Some 28 International organizations and 2000 foreign election observers

were accredited to assess the fairness of the proceedings and many more

domestic observer groups were authorised. They were able to put up to 60,000

observers into the field. All the parties were urged by the United Nations and

Human Rights Watch to abide by the Election Commission code of conduct.

Political party leaders were expected to demonstrate their commitment to

uphold the code of conduct and to ensure that their local representatives took

steps to prevent future violations of the code.
While the European Observers concluded the poll was held in a ‘general

atmosphere of fear and intimidation’ (Economist 19 April 2008) former US

President Jimmy Carter told Voice of America News that incidents of ‘serious

violence, including seven deaths, do not appear to be derailing the country’s

commitment to carry out the long-delayed vote’ (US Fed News Service April 9

2008). The Carter Center noted that its observers visited more than 400 polling

centres in 28 districts and found ‘overall the majority of Nepali voters

participated in a remarkable and relatively peaceful constitutional assembly

election’ (Carter Centre 21 April 2008). The electoral process received qualified

support and an external recognition that the wishes of the Nepali people had

been heard.

The Constituent Assembly results

The result was a surprise to outside observers and even to many Nepalis. The

Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) emerged as the largest party. The nation-

wide vote count showed that the Maoists secured approximately 3.14 million

votes, followed by Nepali Congress with 2.27 million votes, CPN�UML with

2.18 million votes, and MJF with 0.7 million votes. The Maoists won 120
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constituency seats through the first-past-the-post vote and 100 seats through

proportional representation. They gained nine of the twenty-six nominated

seats and have 229 seats in the Constituent Assembly. Nepali Congress is the

second largest party with 115 seats; the Communist Party of Nepal�UML has

108 seats and Madhesi People’s Rights Forum, Nepal (MJF) 54 seats. No other

party has more than 21 seats. Twenty parties have representation in single

figures, including the RPP and the RPPN; both parties had to rely on the PR

section for seats. Only nine parties won seats in the first-past-the-post ballots.

Table 1 shows the number of seats won by each political party in the CA

election in April 2008 and who gained a share of the 26 seats nominated by

Cabinet.
The 2008 election saw a dramatic drop in the Nepali Congress’s influence, as

it won only 110 out of the 601 seats in the Assembly. Unpopular candidates,

failure to retain support in its traditional base in the southern Tarai, and lack of

Table 1. Parties and the number of seats in the Constituent Assembly

PARTIES FPTP PR Nominations TOTAL

Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) 120 100 9 229
Nepali Congress 37 73 5 115
Communist Party of Nepal (UML) 33 70 5 108
MJF 30 22 2 54
Terai Madhesh Democratic Party 9 11 1 21
Sadbhavana Party (Mahato) 4 5 9
Rastriya Prajatantra Party � 8 8
Communist Party of Nepal (ML) � 8 1 9
Janamorcha Nepal 2 5 1 8
Communist Party of Nepal (United) � 5 5
Rastra Prajatantra Party Nepal � 4 4
Rastriya Janamorcha 1 3 4
Nepal Majdoor Kishan Party 2 2 1 5
Rastriya Janashakti Party � 3 3
Rastriya Janamukti Party � 2 2
Communist Party of Nepal (Unified) � 2 2
Nepal Sadbhavana Party (Anandi Devi) � 2 1 3
Nepali Janata Dal � 2 2
Snaghiya Loktantrik Rastriya Manch � 2 2
Samajbadi Prajatantrik Janata Party Nepal � 1 1
Dalit Janajati Party � 1 1
Nepal Pariwar Dal � 1 1
Nepa Rastriya Party � 1 1
Nepal Loktantrik Samajbadi Dal � 1 1
Chune Bhawar Rastriya Ekata Party Nepal � 1 1
Independents 2 � 2
TOTAL 240 335 26 601

Source: Bhttp://www.nepalnews.com.np/election/vote1.php�.
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connection with the grassroots are cited as some of the many reasons behind the
NC’s poor performance. Many members of the Koirala ‘dynasty’, even though
Koirala was Prime Minister going into the poll, failed to gain election. The
party’s Acting President, Sushil Koirala, the Prime Minister’s daughter, Sujata
Koirala, and his nephew, Shekhar Koirala, were all routed. The Prime Minister
did not contest a single-member constituency but was included on the party’s
PR list.

CPN�UML won just 103 out of 601 seats despite predictions it would emerge
as the majority party. Many questioned whether years in the political
wilderness, pressure from the Maoists, and the King’s regime had taken a toll
on the UML. The left vote that the party relied on was now split with the
Maoists, who were more popular especially with those of the poor and
exploited classes where the Maoists dominated whole regions. CPN�UML had
been accused of taking inconsistent positions on issues, including participation
in one of King Gyanendra’s governments in 2003, but later supporting the
Maoist’s proposal for a republic in Parliament in 2007. Although it is more
moderate than the Maoists, and less amorphous and vaguely defined than the
NC, the UML did not offer a single lucid message that differentiated it from
other parties. The party’s organisation was also vulnerable to the CPN�Maoist
Party, which openly targeted UML leaders, cadres, and even voters during the
period leading up to the elections. Despite being a key member of the Seven
Party Alliance, the UML was often sidelined by the NC and the CPN�Maoists
during the subsequent period of transition; the party’s consensus-based
decision-making makes it the most moderate and flexible, but also the most
criticised of the major coalition parties.

The CPN�Maoist won 220 seats in the 601-member Constituent Assembly
and became the largest party. The party’s traditional base is among the
peasantry, the working class, and marginalised communities groups, but its
success in the Constituent Assembly elections showed its strength particularly
amongst younger voters looking for an alternative to the dominant democratic
parties of the 1990s, the Nepali Congress (NC) and the Communist Party of
Nepal United Marxist Leninist (UML). Many CPN�Maoist leaders are young,
and come from a more diverse background than their main competitors. The
average age of the elected Maoists is under 40, compared to just under 50 for
NC. The large proportion of women who won FPTP seats, 23 of 29, were
Maoists. The Constituent Assembly elections were driven mainly by the
Maoists. The party is distinguished for its excellent organisation and discipline
in pursuit of its goals. The party’s strength also comes from its military wing
and from a large and occasionally violent youth wing, the Young Communist
League (YCL), that exerted control over Nepal since 2006. It had been
implicated in a range of incidents from extortion to attacks on persons and
property. However, after the election, party leaders announced that they would
no longer hold positions in the armed wing of the party (the PLO) and that the
Young Communist League would be closed down.
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The MJF emerged as the largest Tarai-based party, winning 52 seats, and is

the fourth largest party overall. The MJF has a strong, rapidly expanding
organisation. It has been accused of links with underground violent Madheshi

groups and has a strong base with the firm backing of Yadav and Tharu

communities.
Several factors lie behind the unexpected result. The Maoist support for

women’s rights, disadvantaged castes and ethnic groups, and their advocacy of
land reform, appealed to many of the rural poor and marginalised. Their

pragmatic support for capitalism and foreign investment reassured some of the
traditional elites. At the same time, many voters across Nepal had become

disillusioned with the incompetence, corruption and the self-interest of

traditional parties. Their campaigns lacked the enthusiasm of the Maoists; the
average age of their politicians was higher. Many politicians seen to have failed

in previous governments were on their tickets. Finally, the effect of Maoist
intimidation, and threats to resume war if the Maoists did not win as many seats

as they expected, could also have sent a potent message to Nepalis weary of
years of devastating civil war. However, the Maoist won seats right across the

country not just in remote regions.

The consequences

Declaration of federal democratic republic and abolition of monarchy

The members of the Constituent Assembly were sworn in on 27 May 2008. The
first session of the Constituent Assembly was held on 28 May 2008.

The Assembly voted to declare Nepal a federal democratic republic and abolish

the 250-year-old monarchy. 564 members of the Constituent Assembly voted;
560 in favour. The four opposed were the members of the Rastriya Prajatantra

Party Nepal (RPP�Nepal). The Constituent Assembly also demanded that
Former King Gyanendra leave the Narayanhity Palace (Royal Palace) within 15

days. On 11 June 2008, he left the Royal Palace, which is to be converted into a

museum. On Gyanendra’s request, he was allocated the Nagarjuna Palace as a
temporary residence.

The formation of the government

Despite the efforts made by the Maoists and the major parties for consensus

candidates for the posts of President and Vice-President, no agreement could be

reached. Therefore, the Assembly was required to hold an election. Dr Ram
Baran Yadav of Nepali Congress was elected as the first President of Nepal and

Parmananda Jha of the Madhesi People Rights Forum (MJF) as the Vice-
President. According to the Interim Constitution of Nepal, the president

performs ceremonial duties and the prime minister acts as the country’s chief
executive.
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Pushpa Kamal Dahal, ‘Prachanda’, Chairman of the Communist Party of

Nepal�Maoist (CPN�M), formed an alliance with MJF and CPN�UML and was

elected the first Prime Minister of the Republic of Nepal by the Constituent

Assembly on 15 August 2008, defeating former Prime Minister Sher Bahadur

Deuba, the Nepali Congress candidate, by 464 votes to 113. Ironically, it was a

government led by Deuba that had declared the CPN�Maoists a terrorist group

in 1996 and had offered a large cash reward for the capture of the

CPN�Maoists leaders, especially of Prachanda. The new Cabinet will have

nine Maoist Ministers, six from the CPN-UML and four from the MJF.
Prachanda was elected from two constituencies, Kathmandu and Rolpa,

where the Maoists started the armed revolution in 1996. Prachanda was the

chief military strategist and Supreme Commander of his armed forces, ‘the

People’s Liberation Army’ (PLA). Prachanda’s leadership has demonstrated a

substantial move from the political ideology of ‘bullets into ballots’. He now

faces the challenge of turning promises into policies for the poor of Nepal. The

election changed the political face of the nation.

International dimensions

Nepal is strategically located between the two developing giants, India and

China. The turmoil caused by the Maoist insurrection spread well beyond the

borders of Nepal. Despite their Maoist ideology, the rebels gained no support

from the Chinese Government, who denounced them as terrorists. India has

been the country closest to Nepal, but it has its own Maoist insurgency.

Initially, India also strongly condemned the Maoists, but after the royal coup

became increasingly critical of Gyanendra’s Government and in 2005 helped

broker the peace deal between the Seven Party Alliance and the Maoists in New

Delhi. Concerns were raised in India at the Maoist plan to re-negotiate the

unequal 1950 Treaty of Peace and Friendship with India (Jayshi & Shukla

2008). After the election, some feared India was meddling in an attempt to

thwart the Maoists and help the Nepali Congress form government. Since the

finalisation of the coalition Government, however, both the Indian and Chinese

Governments have issued congratulations and invited the new Prime Minister to

visit. Prachanda’s visit to China ahead of India was strongly criticised by Nepali

Congress. While the Government has announced it will pursue a policy of

‘equidistance’ between China and India, the sensitivity of balancing relations

with their two large neighbours is illustrated by the Government’s emphasis

that, although the first visit was to China, the first official visit will be to India.
The Maoist conflict in Nepal became entangled in the US-led war on terror

after the cataclysmic events of 9/11. The United States actively supported

Nepali Government attempts to defeat the Maoist revolt. They repeatedly

denounced the Maoists as terrorists and supported the war on ‘terrorists’,

supplying financial aid, weapons and training to the Royal Nepal Army. The
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Maoists responded by placing a bomb in the US Information Service that

resulted in the evacuation of non-essential personnel from the US Embassy and

the suspension of Peace Corps programs.
The United States initially continued to support the King after he had sacked

Deuba but the total suspension of democratic rights after the royal coup in 2005

was a severe embarrassment to them. The State Department continued to

denounce the Maoists but also began to urge the King to return Nepal to

democracy. This became even more urgent in April 2006 as the people’s

movement for democracy became a mass defiance of the Government. On 10

April 2006, Sean McCormack, speaking for the State Department said, ‘As a

friend of Nepal we must state that King Gyanendra’s decision 14 months ago to

impose direct palace rule on Nepal has failed in every regard’ (US Fed News

Service April 10 2006). The US was eventually forced to deal with Maoists

Ministers in the Interim Government and to congratulate the Nepali people on

the election that took the Maoists into government. The US continues to

provide aid to Nepal but has not yet removed the Maoists or Nepal’s Prime

Minister from their list of proscribed terrorists.
The United Nations also became involved in the conflict when it was invited

to supervise the implementation of the peace agreement. Their role included

supporting the election and ensuring the cantonment of the Maoist fighters, the

sequestration of their weapons and the monitoring of the Royal Nepal Army to

ensure they observed the restrictions placed on them by the peace agreement. In

August, the mandate of the UN mission was extended for a further six months

to allow completion of this monitoring. The Secretary General congratulated

the Prime Minister on the formation of the Government and has called on all

parties to cooperate with it. In October the Prime Minister will attend the UN

General Assembly, emphasising the international recognition of the Maoist-led

government.

Conclusion

The new Government faces many challenges. Domestically it has to deal with

the destruction of the economy caused by ten years of civil war. The

constitution must be rewritten to make it more representative of Nepal’s people

and its geographic regions, but gaining general agreement will be a difficult

task. The decision to introduce a federal dimension will add a further level of

difficulty. The Communist Party Nepal� Maoist, is committed to economic and

social reform, including land reform. These policies will face resistance from

those currently benefiting from the existing system. The Government will face

strong political opposition from the previously dominant Nepali Congress now

in opposition. Some suspicions remain about the democratic and economic

credentials of the Maoist-led government. On the night he was elected Prime

Minister by the Parliament, Prachanda stated that his government was
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committed to human rights, regular elections, media freedom and private
investment. It will be some time before a valid assessment of these assurances
can be made.
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